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This game analysis is on the game Titanfall, released in March of 2014. Although there are many game 
modes that make up Titanfall, this analysis will focus on the game mode Attrition as it is the most played 
and most unique mode to Titanfall. No contemporary FPS game has a mode like it. 

Titanfall is a first-person shooter (FPS) where players join a team of up to 6 players to fight against an 
enemy team of equal size in a variety of game modes. In the game mode Attrition, players are able to 
play as a pilot who has access to futuristic guns and ordnance to kill enemy pilots (players), weak AI 
(artificial intelligence) grunts and slightly more powerful AI spectres. Players are also able to either take 
direct control of or allow player assisted AI to use a Titan; a large mechanized robot that has more 
powerful explosive weapons and other features that allow it to greatly stand out as a threat on the 
battlefield. Through defeating enemy pilots, grunts, spectres and titans, players earn individual points 
that are added to a team total. The team that reaches 250 points first wins, resulting in an epilogue for 
additional account points where the losers try to escape the battlefield and the winners attempt to 
prevent them from doing so. Through actions completed during gameplay players earn experience 
points, allowing their account to level up and unlock further customization options. 

To break down the game into further detail, there will be a focus on 3 key pillars of Titanfall’s design. 
Three are chosen in an attempt to best understand the core of what makes Titanfall the game that it is. 
By focusing on them, we cut out any potential excess that is not needed to make the game. These three 
pillars are Titans, Fast Paced Movement and Never Feeling Powerless. 

Titans 

• Players should feel powerful when they utilize a Titan. 
• Titan’s should have a meaningful impact on the game. 

The most clear and evident core to Titanfall are the Titans. Most games that include mech’s (such as 
MechWarrior) use them as the core and often only focus, represented by minimal to non-existent 
pilot time outside of the mech (death of the mech means death of the pilot). In many other modern 
shooters that don’t focus only on human based combat, they use vehicles of different types, the 
main one being tanks, where they are seen as a very powerful unit that needs to be dealt with 
above all other priorities (such as Battlefield). In Titanfall, the Titans command power through size, 
increased capacity to take damage, speed at which they can traverse the maps, and sheer weapon 
power. These features help make the Titan a tool that feels very powerful and can help change the 
tides of a battle. With tanks in games such as Battlefield, the reason they command a dominant 
presence is that they are able to easily take out foot soldiers with their powerful weapons, size and 
durability, whereas most soldier classes do not have the weaponry to take out a tank, nor are there 
many safe places to get to with minimal movement and destructible buildings. Titans on the other 



hand have clear weaknesses that can be reasonably exploited by Pilots, allowing for a much more 
dynamic back and forth between Titans and Pilots. Players can unlock their own Titan by waiting on 
a countdown timer to zero, which can be sped up by killing enemy pilots, Titans or AI. This means 
that players are unable to stay in a Titan the entire match (although not impossible). It also adds an 
interesting decision for players if they even want to use the Titan when the timer reaches 0 as it is 
never forced. 

It should also be noted that unlike vehicles such as tanks and most mechs, Titans are a very literal 
extension of the Pilot; with an almost identical control scheme and similar movement behavior 
through walking and turning but without the verticality of movement that the pilots can utilize to 
scale buildings. This is a good thing to help reduce overhead complexities of multiple control 
schemes for players as well as thematically strong of the Titan being an extension of the 
pilot/player. 

Fast and Free Movement 

• Players should never be too far from the action. 
• Be able to get to wherever, however they want. 
• Pilots have lots of mobility through utilizing walls and jetpacks to reach new heights. 
• Titans have extra mobility through dashing. 

Basic running and jumping in Titanfall is taken a step beyond most other first person shooters by adding 
double jump, wall running and wall hanging features. With these multiple movement features 
combined, it creates a greater sense of freedom when traversing maps. It also allows for more speed 
and options of how to get to the action in as short a time as possible. This freedom also allows players to 
navigate maps much more vertically relative to many other FPS shooters. This is further emphasized by 
all levels utilizing verticality and having many tight areas that allow players to wall run back and forth 
between walls, giving players their own creative freedom to navigate maps in different ways. 

This extra movement aids pilots in allowing for more flexible options to take out the more powerful 
Titans who are limited to ground only movement. By navigating along higher walls and rooftops, players 
can get on top of Titans to rodeo and deal significant health damage (bypassing Titan shields). They are 
also able to get into covered areas that Titans can’t access, as well as rooftops that cut off the line of 
sight for Titan’s where players are more safely able to utilize their explosive ordnance to deal damage to 
Titan’s. Although the Titans are powerful, using the Pilot’s versatile movement allows players to always 
be able to outsmart and overpower the enemy Titans. This also works to the benefit of changing up how 
players may approach a situation from game to game, requiring different approaches and different 
methods to kill enemy players. 

Never Feel Powerless 

• Players should never feel that they are unable to kill someone else because the other player is 
too powerful. 

• Titan’s shouldn’t feel impossible for Pilots to destroy, or vice versa. 



• Grunts and spectres are easy for even new players to be able to kill, allowing everyone to 
contribute to their team’s progress in a meaningful way. 

Similar to how playing as a Titan or a pilot is an ongoing decision option that opens up gameplay 
opportunities, the added AI grunts and spectres also further advance the field of combat. The grunts are 
the weakest unit in the game, defined by slow reaction time, poor accuracy, low rate of fire, slow 
mobility and low health. Spectres are a more powerful version of the grunts in every way, although still 
weaker than Pilots. They also have the added difference of being vulnerable to a players hacking, 
allowing players to recruit spectres to fight for their team, directly adding points to the players score. 

The grunts and spectres may be weak, but they add life to the world; making it feel more like an actual 
battlefield. These units have the potential to kill players, but it requires a pilot to remain in the AI’s 
general vicinity until their shots start making contact and whittling down the player. The strength that 
players have over the AI acts as a power fantasy as they feel like the elites leading the battle, as well as a 
useful mechanic for weaker players to meaningfully contribute. Although the AI offer a fraction of points 
that killing a pilot or titan do (Titans: 5, Pilots: 4, Grunts and Spectres: 1), they are easy and abundant 
enough that even the worst of players can kill them and add meaningful points to their teams overall 
score. Experienced players however can use advanced tactics to try to most efficiently accumulate score 
by splitting their attention between the AI units and the player units. This allows players of all skill levels 
to benefit from having the AI units exist in the world. 

 

There are other aspects that make up the complete package of Titanfall including account leveling, 
custom classes, burn cards, other game modes, etc., but it’s the three pillars outlined that form the core 
of what players experience and interact with most in the game. Titans - the large powerful mechs that 
are an extension of pilot instead of a clunky machine; the fast and free movement that allow players to 
reach new vertical heights and navigate maps in a plethora of ways; never feeling powerless through 
always being able to counter your opponent and adding in AI that allow even the newest of players to 
contribute to a team’s victory with a meaningful contribution. These are the pillars of Titanfall and what 
makes it an enjoyable game to play. 

 


